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The Belgian Business Chamber Award 2021 Application 

Contest questionnaire 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

In ASB we belive that doing business may have a real impact on surrounding world. In our 

everyday work we are trying to encourage employees to help others and support positive 

initiatives. This year we were collecting food and accessories for animals form animal shelter 

called "Towarzystwo Przyjaciół Zwierząt Arkadia". Also, we are aware of the fact that the 

company is responsible for employees and their health and well-being. That's why we ensure 

healthy and fresh snacks everyday to our offices (fruits and vegetables) for our employees, we 

encourage them to practice sports by internal bike competintion ASB on Bike (organised 

together with Activy). Apart from riding a bike, and getting points we were collecting kilometers 

which were later on changed into money that we have given to Rak'nRoll Foundation. 

 

Innovative ways of doing business 

 

As a modern and fast developing company we like innovations and we are doing our best to 

implement new technologies in everyday work. Recently we have introduced a paper-less 

document work-flow which makes our work much easier, taking into account that some part of 

our employees are working remotely. Additionaly, as our company hires tax experts we 

developed an IT tool which automates verification of JPK_V7M files in terms of its technical and 

substantial correctness. IT solutions facilitating tax reporting in Poland are getting more and 

more popular as extensive reporting requirements on the part of taxpayers in fulfilling their tax 

obligations create the need to analyze transactions carefully to reduce tax risk and avoid 

penalties. 
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Creating value for Belgian business in Poland 

 

As a BBC member we would like our input in Chamber's activity is valuable. Thus this year we 

came with an initiative to share the knowledge of our experts with BBC's member companies. 

Summaries of the most important and the most interesting tax news, written by our 

experienced profesinals are being shared within "ASB for BBC" cycle. Moreover we are 

cooperating with other member companies while organising free webinars (for example 

webinars with Peterka&Partners). 

 

 

 

 


